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ABSTRACT: Technology plays important role in day today life as human concern. Because of technology life 
becomes simple. In terms of sensor, it also plays major role that is enhancing the computing capacity, reduces size as 
well as low power consumption. Now recently, as per studies, in past few years, sensors per human index increases 
significantly. And WSN (wireless sensor network) becomes the new trend and it enhances the capabilities of 
transmission. Low cost sensor node relays data to sink node but in traditional policy too much energy wasted because 
in network some redundancy available. But it also has some drawbacks like limited energy resources available at 
remote location where sensor is to be placed. So with limited energy in WSN, it requires LEACH (Low Energy 
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) protocol which enables life time of network in increasing manner. By modifying 
LEACH, improves network lifetime and communication done till last node dead as network reach-ability increases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network in which on field small sensor node is key elements of a network. 

Because of WSN new area of telecom industry enabled like in disaster management large number of sensor dropped 
from helicopter. Sensor node is smallest part of WSN. Sensor node tightly coupled with power, processing capability 
and transmission capacity. There is lots of work previously done which assumed that all sensors now are 
homogeneous means all sensor node having equal computation capacity work same battery life. Figure 1 shows 
architecture of sensor node consists sensing unit, radio unit, processing unit and most important is battery unit. Main 
question is that, with limited energy resource how entire network gives more output in terms of rounds where round is 
one transmission done between sensor node and base station or sink node at single time? Simple answer for above 
question is routing algorithm means for sending data form sensor node to base station requires energy. If distance 
between sensor nodes to base station is more, then energy requirement is also more. At sensor level, limited resources 
available and assumption for sensor node is all nodes are homogeneous while sink node or base station having proper 
energy supply [7]. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
In direct transmission (DTx) scheme each node sends data to BS. Node which placed at longer distance dies 

initially, for transmission of data it consumes more energy and respectively node nearer to BS dies far later than 
previous first node dies. Main disadvantage in this scheme is less network adaption per round. Total aggregated path 
contains higher value. This is very simple routing protocol and simple flooding technique used in it. Here information 
having value rather who sends used in it. Here information having value rather who sends data [6]. The Low Energy 
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), proposed by Heinzelman, Chandrakasan, & Balakrishnan, is renowned for 
its success in extending the lifetime of Wireless Sensor Networks. LEACH architecture is a clustering based 
algorithm in which cluster is formed and each cluster consist a cluster head (CH) [2]. Cluster Head is formed by using 
threshold value associated with sensor node. By using this aggregated path becomes less than DTx method. Because 
within a cluster sensors send data to cluster head and then cluster head sends data to sink node or BS. By minimizing 
aggregated path distance, it consumes lesser energy and provides better network coverage per round.      
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Fig. 1 Architecture of sensor node shows sensor subsystem 
 
For selecting cluster head, assumption is that all sensor nodes are homogeneous and sensor tightly coupled with 

energy constraint. Basically there are two phases for election of cluster head that is set-up phase and steady state 
phase. 
 
A) Set-up Phase:  
In set-up phase, sensor elects any random number from 0 to 1 and this random number compare with threshold value 
that is varies as rounds goes on further and formula for selection of threshold as per follows. Where p is probability 
for selection of CH; r, current round while processing and; G, node set in which in previous (1/ p) round not selected 
as CH. If random number is less than threshold then only sensor will selected as CH. This process done for all sensor 
nodes for each round and sensor node who is elected as cluster head don’t having chance to re-elect as cluster head 
[1].  Calculation of threshold done on the basis below equation. After deciding CH, they broadcast the message and 
depending on signal strength received by sensor, thus cluster formation completed in set up phase.  

 

푇(푛) = ∗ 	 	
																				if	n	ϵ	G,

																								0																								otherwise,
 

 
B) Steady State Phase: 

In this phase, after election of cluster head, each sensor send the data to nearest cluster head which is decided 
depending in signal strength. For data aggregation purpose small energy used at respective cluster head. For avoiding 
data collision it uses TDMA frame structuring and sensor data is time framed and fitted it into frame structure. After 
that cluster head send data to sink node or base station [3].Main advantage of using LEACH protocol over DTx 
scheme is that total aggregation path is significantly reduced and because of this, it affects total energy dissipation by 
sensor node is clearly reduces to great extent. One more thing is that, in DTx scheme flooding technique is used. So 
there is possibility of data collision due to at same time two or more sensor node sends data to sink node and it 
induces data loss. For doing it more sophisticated, then at sensor level more computational power is to be increased 
but due to this solution lack of  energy resources, communication power in terms of round reduces and it affects on 
life time of network . 

In figure 2 shows, each sensor node connected with green rectangle that is sink node. Aggregate path means total 
cumulative distance from sensor node to sink node. By simple observation, Dtx scheme having more aggregated path 
value than LEACH protocol shown in figure 3. Because of cluster head, all sensor node send data to respective cluster  
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Fig. 4   Load balancing at cluster level 
  

head and simply value of aggregated path is very much less than DTx scheme.  
 

III. MP-LEACH AND MG-LEACH 
 
In LEACH protocol, Cluster head formation having important task. Cluster formation also plays important role but 

it uses randomness. Means within a small area, numbers of cluster head are there. As shown in figure 3, within small 
area more than one cluster head present and at this point, not necessary and it’s called wastage of limited resources. In 
LEACH algorithm, some of the nodes have to select cluster heads that, in examining to them, have a longer distance 
to the BS. These nodes send their data to a further location and then their data has to go through a long distance to 
reach the BS. Such transmissions waste the network’s energy and are called extra transmissions. In order to figure out 
the extra transmission problem, we are to make a modification in the set-up phase of the LEACH algorithm. In this 
phase, once the cluster heads are selected, the other sensor nodes do not needed to select the closest node. Among the 
cluster heads that, in comparison to them, have a shorter distance to the BS, these nodes select the closest cluster head 
and inform it that it will become a member of the cluster. If such a cluster head does not exist, it will not be the 
member of any clusters and will send its data directly to the BS [4].The main aim of this protocol is to provide 
substantially energy-efficient and robust communication. The energy efficiency is achieved by load balancing at two 
levels.Network level, which involves traffic multiplexing over multiple paths and Cluster level, introducing rotation 
of the cluster-heads every given interval of time with knowledge of pre-known location of all sensor nodes. 
  

 
 

Fig. 2 Total Aggregated path in DTx scheme 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Load balancing at network level 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 3 Cluster head formation in LEACH protocol 
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 As per figure 3, there is no appropriate load balancing structure, because random selection of the cluster head it 
performs not necessary action regarding sensor node data collection and cluster head formation. To overtake extra 
transmission problem; make load balancing at cluster level. By which knowing the sensor location the field area is 
divided into small sub area. And for each sub area only one cluster head will be select. This type of routing and 
cluster head selection is nothing but multigroup LEACH (MG-LEACH) protocol. The main motto behind this idea is 
that too minimize the aggregated path value. And this is achieved by some number of calculations done at sensor node 
as well as sink node or base station. The hierarchical routing protocol adopts the clustering approach by grouping 
sensor node while location base information gathering utilizes the intelligible routed data and it becomes multigroup 
LEACH (MG-LEACH) [1].  

Figure 4 explains proper description regarding MG-LEACH protocol. By forming multiple groups that is G1, G2, 
G3,…….,Gn formation done in set-up phase by knowing location of sensors which directly reported to sink node. All 
groups belonging to natural number system. And this group belonging to location based formation that is GPS. Group 
having known geographical boundary in such a way that low transmission energy required for sending data stream to 
cluster head. This becomes good solution for extra transmission problem. 
 

퐺 = G + G + G + ⋯… … + G 																			where	G, n	∀	N 
 

As shown in figure 5 load balancing at network level. To balance overload energy consumption problem because of 
this at in some cases cluster head needs to cover larger region. This will lead the problem that some cluster member 
having much more distance at it consumes more energy to overcome this problem multipath routing is best solution 
[8]. Make clustering hierarchy in such a way that path discovery will done at higher level means at cluster head level 
and it provide better solution than MG-LEACH. At each round, new cluster head and new adequate path calculate 
which provide optimal power efficient routing protocol which uses advantage form LEACH protocol as well as 
multipath protocol. So it will become multipath LEACH (MP-LEACH) [5]. Since data transmission in wireless sensor 
networks is commonly performed through multi-hop data forwarding techniques, the main task of the route discovery 
process is to determine a set of middle nodes that should be selected to construct several paths from the source nodes 
in direction of sink node. 

Main motto behind this idea is energy-saving which is based on clustering technique. It follows the following two 
considerations: firstly- maximizes the lifetime of the network. Secondly- maximizes the amount of data message 
received by the sink node. In place of enforcing transmission energy constraints on every individual node, the total 
energy consumption of the network should be considered. The cluster head node collects data from its neighbor 
nodes, then aggregate and send those data to the base station. MP-LEACH protocol become hybrid protocol uses 
benefits from LEACH as well as multipath routing. The LEACH is one of the algorithms for routing the packets in 
the network. In the LEACH it having several disadvantages like extra communication problem, not having load 
balancing structure and many others. Modifying the flowchart of LEACH, try to make more efficient routing 
protocol. In Multigrain LEACH the cluster head of each cell (groups) will communicate with the sink and selected 
from location based information by reducing the aggregated path. In Multipath LEACH, where the area is divided 
into cells and each area is having a cluster head, so the nodes of that area will communicate with that cluster head 
only. So now cluster head of each cell will communicate each other and hence finally sends to sink node then to the 
base station. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The LEACH is one of the algorithms for routing the packets in the network. In the LEACH it having several 

disadvantages like extra communication problem and, not having load balancing structure and many others. 
Modifying the flowchart of LEACH, try to make more efficient routing protocol. In Multigroup LEACH the cluster 
head of each cell (groups) will communicate with the sink and CH selected from location based information by 
reducing the aggregated path. In Multipath LEACH, where the area is divided into cells and each area is having a 
cluster head, so the nodes of that area will communicate with that cluster head only. So now cluster head of each cell 
will communicate each other and hence finally sends to sink node then to the base station. 
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